
CONDITION ASSESSMENT SURVEY

Plant operators today face the pressures of increased productivity 
goals and ambitious profit targets that contrast today’s reality of 
rising energy costs, swelling operational expenses and diminish-
ing operating budgets. Moreover, plant conditions can change very 
quickly, for instance, due to sudden increases in production require-
ments; or progressively perhaps, because of gradual wear and cor-
rosion causing system degradation. The ELBRONS team of technical 
specialists literally wrote the book on equipment improvement and 
is proud of its unparalleled track record in providing highly effective 
and profitable solutions. We strive to consistently deliver the high-
est quality support through the combination of extensive hands-on 
experience, profound mechanical and materials engineering. 

Dedicated to delivering the highest quality support, ELBRONS in-
tegrates extensive hands-on experience, mechanical and materials 
engineering knowledge with creative operating and business solu-
tions to enable the following:

• Improve equipment reliability and performance
• Reduce energy consumption
• Noise reduction
• Vibration reduction and analysis
• Inventory optimization
• Increase AFC, ACC and/or Cooling Tower availability and output
• Develop and enhance workforce knowledge
• Improve the safety and environmental impact of operations

We can fully assess the performance of Your ACHE regardless 
of OEM make or type.

For more information please contact us at: info@elbrons.com
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The service comprises a full onsite survey using the latest measur-
ing techniques to determine the actual performance of Your ACHE 
comprehensively. After carrying out this survey, ELBRONS is in a 
position to evaluate the possible improvements on Your ACHE ac-
curately. We are also a member of HTRI® and use their thermal 
simulation program to simulate actual ACHE performance versus 
design data (‘IS’ versus ‘SHOULD BE’).

The performance improvements options can be numerous, namely:

• Mechanical upgrades (high-efficiency fans and drives, more relia-
ble parts, etc.)

• Cleaning systems & cleaning system service upgrade and/or au-
tomation

• Online dry cleaning ELBLAST™ of finned tube bundles
• High-efficiency COOLINGMIST™ systems also known as fogging, 

chilling, peak cooling, adiabatic cooling or misting systems
• Specialized ACC windscreen system solutions
• Specially designed LNG SCREEN TECH™ windscreens for the LNG 

industry to prevent hot air recirculation on large Process Air Cool-
er trains

• Filter systems (CLEANFIN™) for external fouling of finned tube 
bundles

• Onsite management of maintenance activities
• Thermal analysis using HTRI® software
• In-depth vibration analysis
• ELSCAN™ high precision 3D scanning of complete units
• Noise reduction
• Energy Savings
• Bad actor assessments
• Operation optimization
• Inventory optimization
• Increase AFC, ACC and/or Cooling Tower availability and output
• Develop and enhance workforce knowledge
• Improve the safety and environmental impact of operations
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